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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Inverse semigroups are (to within isomorphism) precisely the semigroups 
of partial one-to-one transformations of sets that with each transformation 
contain also the inverse of that transformation [l, Section 1.91, just as the 
concept of a group is an abstract characterization of those semigroups of 
permutations of sets that with each permutation contain also the inverse of 
that permutation. The object of this paper is to prove that the class of inverse 
semigroups has the strong amalgamation property, or equivalently, that in 
the free inverse semigroup product )(E Si with amalgamation over U of a set 
{Si: i E I} of inverse semigroups each with a common inverse subsemigroup U, 
“no collapse occurs.” Two subsidiary results proved are of considerable 
interest: let T be any inverse subsemigroup of any inverse semigroup S; 
then any right congruence on T extends in a special way to a right congruence 
on S; and any representation of T by one-to-one partial transformations 
extends to one of S, in a certain, strong sense. 
The specialization of our proof to groups appears to give a new proof of 
the long-known corresponding result for groups; see the literature in 
Neumann [5], dating back to Schreier [7] in 1927. The amalgamation property 
for arbitrary semigroups was first extensively studied by Howie [ 1, Chap. 91. 
Preston [6, p. 1361 points out that Howie and Isbell’s proof that inverse 
semigroups are absolutely closed [2, Theorem 2.31 also gives a proof that the 
class of inverse semigroups has what we shall define below as the special 
amalgamation property (“S *u S does not collapse” for any inverse sub- 
semigroup U of any inverse semigroup S); he also poses there the question 
of whether or not inverse semigroups have the strong amalgamation property. 
Being of the form “a class of semigroups (in fact a variety of algebras) has 
the strong amalgamation property,” our result has many interesting conse- 
quences. Jonsson [3] gives many consequences (too numerous to repeat here) 
of the (weak) amalgamation property for classes of structures, most of which 
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are new results for inverse semigroups; the result [3, p. 1501 that any group G 
can be embedded in a group G’ such that isomorphisms between subgroups 
of G are induced by inner automorphisms of G’ also extends to inverse 
semigroups (by the inner automorphism i, of an inverse semigroup S with 
identity 1 induced by a unit a E S we mean the automorphism which maps 
each x E S to a-%a). Further, many of the results proved in [5] from the 
amalgamation property for groups will now extend to inverse semigroups. 
The author will make these results explicit in a further paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We use wherever possible, and usually without comment, the notations 
and conventions of Clifford and Preston [I]. 
A class of algebras ~4 is said to have the strong amalgamation property if for 
any indexed set of algebras {A,: i E 1} from LZ’, each having an algebra U E LX? 
as a subalgebra, there exist an algebra B E ~2 and monomorphisms &: Ai -+ B 
(for each i ~1) such that 
(i) ~ilu=~jja,foralli,jE~ 
(ii) (A&) n (A& = L’& , for all i, j E 1 with i # j. 
Omitting the condition (ii) gives us the definition of the weak amalgamation 
property. Adding the condition that Ai = Aj for all i, j E I, to the hypothesis 
of the definition of the strong amalgamation property gives us the definition 
of the special amalgamation property. 
It is well-known (see [3, Section 31 for weak amalgamation) and easy to 
show that in a class of algebras closed under isomorphisms and the formation 
of the union of any ascending chain of algebras, each amalgamation property 
follows from the case in which 111 = 2, by transfinite induction. Hence 
we shall consider in this paper only the case 111 = 2. 
Clearly, in a class of algebras closed under isomorphisms, the weak and 
the special amalgamation properties together imply the strong amalgamation 
property. Rather than prove the weak amalgamation property for inverse 
semigroups and then appeal to the special property, we shall prove the strong 
amalgamation property directly. 
The faithful representation p: S -+ .& of any inverse semigroup S by 
one-to-one partial transformations, constructed in [l, Section 1.91, we shall 
call the Preston-Vagner representation of S; recall then that for each s E S, 
pS: Ss-i -+ S’s, and for each x E Ss-r, xp, = xs. 
For an arbitrary representation p: S --t Jr of an inverse semigroup S and 
for any inverse subsemigroup U of S, p ju denotes the representation of U 
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induced by p, i.e., (p lo): U + 9x and (p iU)U = pu for all u E U. Further, 
for any subset Y of X, (p Iv) j Y denotes the mapping of U into 9r which 
maps each UE U to pu jr, the partial transformation pu with its domain 
restricted to Y n (Domain pJ. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
We give an example, due to C. J. Ash, which shows that the class of finite 
inverse semigroups does not have even the weak amalgamation property. 
This is to justify, to some extent, the infinite procedure in our later con- 
struction. Other classes are mentioned at the end of the paper. 
Let S and S’ be semigroups both isomorphic to the five element Brandt 
semigroup A”“((1); 2,2; A). Denote the zero of each of S and S’ by 0 and 
denote the nonzero idempotents of S and S’ by e, f and e, g respectively. 
Extend the multiplication of S’ to one of T = S’ u {f} by definingf2 = f, 
fx = gx, xf = xg, for all x E S’. Then T is an inverse semigroup, 
S n T > (0, e, f} = U say, and U is a subsemilattice of both S and T. 
Now suppose we have monomorphisms 4: S + W and 4: T + W of S 
and T, respectively, into any semigroup W such that C$ 1 U = 4 I U. Then 
g -C f, gYe (in T) and eYf (in S) so g$ < f# and g#$e# = e+Yf+ = f4 
(in W). Hence W contains a copy of the bicyclic semigroup [ 1, Theorem 2.541, 
and is infinite. 
4. RIGHT CONGRUENCES 
'IIHEOREM 1. Let U be any inverse subsemigroup of any inverse semigroup T 
and let S be any right congruence on U. Then 6 extends to a right congruence on T 
whose restriction to U is 6. Hence if we put y  = S*, the right congruence on T 
generated by S, then y  n (U x U) = 6. 
Proof. Put 8, = {(au, bu) E T x T: (a, b) E 6, u E T1} u or. Then S* = 
6rt = uf, Sin. We make the convention that S,O = or . Then 6* = uz=‘=, 6,” 
also. Since 6 C 6* n (U x U) it remains to show the following: 
For n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., for all a, b E U, if (a, b) E Sin, then (a, b) E 6. 
We use induction on n. For n = 0 the statement is trivial. So let us take 
any integer n > 0 and assume the statement for n - I is true. Take any pair 
(a, b) E Srn n (U x U). Then for some elements x, y  E T, 
aS,xS;“-‘b, aS:-lyS,b. 
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Since 6, and hence SF-’ are right compatible, we can obtain 
a = ua-las,xu-las~-lbu-la, (1) 
ba-la = bb-lbu-luslyb-lbu-lus;-lub-lbu-lu = ub-lb, (2) 
ub-lbs:-lyb-‘bs,bb-lb = b. (3) 
The following lemma, and the inductive hypothesis, applied to each of the 
statements (l), (2), and (3), will give us that (a, b) E 6. 
LEMMA 2. For any c E U and d E T, if cS,dc-4 then dc-4 E U and cSdc-lc. 
Proof. If c = dc-4 we are there, so assume c # dc-4. Then for some 
(x, y) E 6 and u E T1, we have 
Then 
c = xu, yu = dc-4. 
dc-4 = dc-lee-lc = yu(xu-‘(xu) 
= yuu-lx-lxu = yx-lxuu-124 = yx-4 E u. 
Also dc-4 = y~-~cSxx-~c = xx-lxu = c, giving the lemma. 
Remark 1. The theorem does not extend to arbitrary semigroups, in fact 
not even to bands (e.g., put U = {f,g, h), a right zero semigroup, and 
T = U u {e}, with ex = x for each x E T, fe = g, ge = g, he = h; let 6 be 
the (right) congruence on U given by the partition {{f, h}, (g}} of U). Nor is it 
true of two-sided congruences, even for groups. 
LEMMA 3. Let I be any right ideal of T. Then for any u E U\I such that 
US C U\I we have US* C T\I. 
Proof. We have to show, for n = 0, 1,2 ,..., the following: If u E U\I, 
US _C U\I, t E T and if uSlnt, then t E T\I. 
For n = 0 the statement is trivial so let us take any integer n > 1 and 
assume the statement is true for n- 1. Take any u E U\I, t E T such that 
US C U\I and US,?. Then for some x E T u&x8;-It whence uS,xu-luS~-ltu-lu. 
From Lemma 2, xu-ru E U and uSxu-L whence x&u E U\I. Since 
xu-w,“-l tu-lu we have from the inductive hypothesis that t&u ET\I 
whence t E T\I, since I is a right ideal of T. By induction, we have the lemma. 
5. REPRESENTATIONS 
Let T be an inverse semigroup. Denote by a: the Preston-Vagner represen- 
tation of T. Then a: T---f J$- and for each t E T, CQ: Tt-l + Tt and xq = xt 
for each x E Tt-l. 
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LEMMA 4. Let y be any right congruence on T andfor each t E T dejine 
A = {(a~, W E (T/Y) x (T/Y): (2, Y) E at for SOme x E ax Y E by). 
Then fit E 9TIY and the function /I: T -+ YTjY which maps each t E T to fit is a 
homomorphism. 
Proof. (i) Now for any pair (ay, by) E & there is an element x E Tt-l 
such that (ay, b) = (xy, (xt)y). 
Take any two pairs in /It , say (xy, (xt)y), (x’y, (x’t)y) where x, x’ E Tt-l. 
Then xy = x’y implies (xt)y = (x’t)y (y is a right congruence) and 
(xt)y = (x’t)y implies 
xy = (xtt-l)y = (x’tt-1)y = x’y, 
Hence fit E Yr,,, . 
(ii) Take any elements s, t E T. We wish to show /3&J = Bst. Take 
any pair in pst , say (xy, (xst)y) where x E Tt-4-l. Then one easily shows that 
x E Ts-I, xs E Tt-l and so (xy, WY) E A , Gs)Y, W)y) E Bt , giving 
(XY, (xst)y) E Ai% , whence At G I?+% . 
Conversely, take any pair in /3&, say (ay, b). Then there are pairs in 
Bs , St, say (XY, (xs)Y), (YY, (rt>y), respectively, (where x E Ts-l, y E R-l), 
such that 
Then 
ay = xy, (4Y = YYY (rt)r = f% 
and 
Therefore 
ys-l E (Tt-l) s-l = Tt-4-l = T(st)-l, 
ys-ly(xs) s-1 = x, 
(ys-l)(st) yxstflt. 
h w = (XY, (YW = ((Y+b5 (rs-WY> E Bst * 
Hence /Is& C Pst , giving fis& = fist as required. 
Remark 2. The representation /3 is the one obtained if one applies the 
construction of [6, Theorem l] to the representation p: T + F*,,, , defined 
by, for all x, t E T, (xy) pt = (xt)y [ 1, Section 11.11. This observation is due 
to G. B. Preston. 
Remark 3. If we put y = 9 and T = S then /I is equivalent to the 
representation 0: S --+ TE of [4]. 
481/34/3-z 
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THEOREM 5. Let U be any inverse subsemigroup of any inverse semigroup T. 
Then any representation of U by one-to-one partial transformations can be 
extended to one of T, in the following sense: for any set X and any representation 
p: U --+ 9x , there is a set Y, disjoint from X, and a representation CT: T + 9&r , 
such that for all u E U, uu I X = pu . It follows that Yu, C Y for each u E U 
and so (T 1 o is the sum of the representations (CT 1”) 1 X = p and (U lo) j Y. 
Proof. Let X be any set and let p: U--f 9r be any homomorphism. 
We define 
D = {x E X: x E Domain pzl for some u E U}, 
and for each x E D we define 
O(x) = {y E X: y  = xp, for some u E U}, 
and we call O(x) an orbit of p. 
It follows easily from puml = (p&l (f or each u E U) that if x1 E O(x) then 
0(x,) = O(x), whence the orbits of p form a partition of D. (This is well- 
known [l, Theorem7.171.) Let (xi: iEl} b e a transversal of the set of orbits 
of p, for some index set 1. 
Take a fixed element xi from this transversal. It is clear that 
ui = {(a, b) E U x U: xipa = xipb) 
is a right congruence on U; we note that it contains the pairs (a, b) E U x U 
for which xipa = 0 = xipb , i.e., for which xi $ Domain pa and xi 6 Domain pb 
(we assume 0 # X). Put yi = ui* the right congruence on T generated by ui , 
and let /zV): T --f 9riy, be the representation defined as in Lemma 4. For 
each i ~1 put Xi = {&} x (T/y,) (th en the sets Xi are pairwise disjoint); 
define a representation 0 of T by one-to-one partial transformations of Xi , 
and equivalent to /Yi), in the following obvious manner: (xi , tyi) CYY) = 
(xi , (tyi) /3’,“)) for all t, s E T with tyi E Domain /32). We now define u to be 
the sum of the representations {I@: i E I}. 
From the definition of ui and from Theorem I we have that 
Olxi) + ulOi P xipu k-+ uq (where u E U and Domain pr 3 x,), 
uiui - Tin 7 UUi k+ Uyi CUE U) 
and (hence) 
O(%) - xi > xiPu ++ Cxi 3 UYi) 
describe well-defined, one-to-one functions. We identify each element 
xip, E O(xJ with the pair (xi , uyi); further we then put 
Yi = Xi\O(XJ and Y = (J Yi. 
id 
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Then X u Y = ((JIEI Xi) u (X\D) and u: T + 9&r is a representation. 
It remains to show that a, Ix = pu for each u E U. 
Take any u E U. Take any element in the domain of O, Ix ; it is first of all 
of the form (xi , an), for some i ~1, a E Tu-l; secondly, (xi , a~~) E X if and 
only if ayi = vyi for some v  E U with xi E Domain pv . Now (VUU-1) yi = 
(auu-‘) yi = ayi = vyi so VUU-~O,V (Theorem 1); i.e., xip02Lu-1 = xipV . 
Therefore (xi , uyJ = (xi , vuyJ = xipv = xipVuu-l = xipVupuml E Range puml = 
Domain pu . 
Conversely, take any x E Domain pu . Then x E D so x = xipv for some 
i E I, v  E U. Then x = xpu(pJ-l = ~~p,,p~~-~ = xipVuu-l = (xi , (vuu-1)~~) E 
Domain(a, ix) since (auu-l) yi E Domain @. Therefore Domain pu = 
Domain(a, Ix). Further, for the above element x E Domain pu , 
and 
xu, = (xi J (vuu-‘> YiBL?) = (xi , (uu) Yi), 
We now have oU jx = pu , as required. 
To prove that Yu, C Y take any y  E Y such that y  E Domain (TV . Then 
(ycrJ ~~-1 = y  E Y so yau $ X, whence ya, E Y. The theorem is proved. 
Remark 4. The proof of the above theorem could be shortened by 
appealing to the results of [I, Section 7.31, but we shall need later the details 
of our above proof, to obtain the strong amalgamation property. The details 
would not be necessary to obtain the weak amalgamation property. 
COROLLARY 6. Any representation of U by one-to-one partial trunsfor- 
mutions can be extended in the sense of the theorem to a faithful representation 
of T. 
Proof. Take the sum of u and any faithful representation of T, say 
p:T-+.&where(XuY)nZ== 0. 
It is quite easy to put the theorem into the following form. 
THEOREM 7. Let U be any inverse subsemigroup of any inverse semigroup T; 
let X be any set and p: U + .& any representation. For any set Z such that 
Z n X = q and / Z 1 > j X 1 1 T 1 there is a representation p’: T -+ .$xvz 
such that pI1’ Ix = p,, for all u E U. Consequently Zpu’ C Z for each u E U 
undsop’joisthesumof(p’I,)IX=pund(p’Io)/Z. 
Proof. Let us examine the cardinality of the set Y in the proof of 
Theorem 5. We have II] < 1x1 and for each iE1, 1 Yil < lXil = 
/T/yij<]TI.SinceY=(Ji,,Y,wehavejYI<IXI/T]</ZI.Any 
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one-to-one function from X u Y into X u 2 which maps the elements of X 
identically, can be used to obtain a representation p’: T -+ $rUz equivalent 
to o and with the required properties. 
6. STRONG AMALGAMATION 
THEOREM 8. Inverse semigroups have the strong amalgamation property. 
Proof. Let S and T be any inverse semigroups with a common inverse 
subsemigroup U. We assume without loss of generality that S n T = U. 
LetAbeanyinfinitesetsuchthatjAIbISI,IAI~[T/.Weshall 
show that there are faithful representations P: S + yA , .E T -+ & such that 
Pj.=ZJ,and(SP)n(TZ)= UP(= UZ). 
Form an enumerated partition {Ai: i = 1,2, 3,...} of A such that 
I Ai I = / A I for each i. Further partition each Ai into two subsets B, , Ci , 
such that I Bi I = I Ci I = I A, I. Then 
A = B, u Cl u B, u C, u ..‘. 
Since we will be using Theorem 7 many times, we note here that for any 
subset A’ of A, and for i = 1,2, 3 ,..., 
and 
I A’ I I S I < I A I = I Bi I = I CC I
I A’ I I T I d I A I = I& I = I Ct I. 
Since I S I < / B, I and I T\U / < 1 Cl I we can (by identifying elements) 
assumethatS_CBI,T\U_CCI,and~CI\T~ =jCrj. 
For convenience we shall now denote the symmetric inverse semigroup 
on a set X by 9(X), instead of 9r. 
Let p(l): S ---f 9(S) < Y(B,) and 0’: T --+ 9(T) < 9( U u Cl) be the 
Preston-Vagner representations of S and T, respectively. Then p(l) 1 u is the 
sum of (p(l) 1”) I U and (p(l) Iv) I (S\U) (easily shown); also (u’ IU) I U = 
(p(l) I u) 1 U. Now put X = S\U, p = (p(l) 1”) 1 (S\U) and construct the 
representation u: T -+ 9(X u Y) as in the proof of Theorem 5, with the 
further condition that the transversal element of an orbit of p is chosen to be 
an idempotent if the orbit contains an idempotent; since I Y I < ) X ) ) T ) < 
I A / = I C,\T I we can assume without loss of generality that Y C C,\T. 
Let u(l): T -+ 9(B, u C,) be the sum of u and u’. Then p(l) lLI = (u(l) I u) I B, . 
Now the representation (u(l) / u) I C,: U -+ 9(C,) can be extended 
(by Theorem 7) to a representation pf2): S + 9(C, u B,). Then 
(p@J I u) / B,: U -+ Y(B,) is extended to a representation G): T --+ Y(B, U C,) 
and then (u@) lU) I C,: U -+ #(C,) is extended to a representation 
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p(s): S --+ $(Ca u B3). This process is continued so that we obtain, for 
i = 1, 2, 3 ,..., representations 
p(i): s + X(C,-1 u Bi) (where we put C’s = q ), 
di): T + +I, u Ci) 
such that 
(P Iv> I Bi = Vi) Iv> I Bi , 
(p’i+l’ I”) 1 ci = (u(i) Iu) 1 ci . 
We now let P be the sum of {pu): i = 1,2,...} and let Z be the sum of 
{&): i = 1, 2,...}. Since p(l) and u(l) are faithful, P and Z are faithful. Further, 
it is easily seen that P ICI = Z lu . 
Put (SP) n (TZ) = V, an inverse subsemigroup of 9(A). Then UP = 
UZ c v. Since P and Z are monomorphisms we have that (P-l Iv): V-+ VP-1 
and (Z-l jr,): I’ + IQ-1 are isomorphisms and so (P l(vp-l)) o (Z-l Iv) = 4 
say, is an isomorphism between VP-l and I’Z-l. For each a E VP-l we write 
a+ = a’; then for each u E UC VP-l, u = u’. We have to show that V 6 UP, 
i.e., that VP-l C U, so let us assume for the moment that there is an element 
a E (VP-l)\ U. One case is dealt with easily. 
Case I, au-’ E U. Then ~‘(a’)-~ = au-l and au-lP, = au-lpa) = a, 
a’(~‘)-~ &, = a’(a’)-l up’ = a’; but a # a’ so Pa # ,Ya* , a contradiction 
to the fact that a E VP-I. 
Case II, au-l # U. Put e = au-l. Then e’ = a’(a’)-l. We show that 
P, # Ze, (from which it follows that P, # ,&,) by showing that e # Domain ,?Ye, 
(i.e., that e $ Domain a,,); note that e E Domain pkl) C Domain P, . 
Since each orbit of p = (p(i) 1 u) 1 (S\ U) is contained in an W-class of S an 
orbit contains at most one idempotent. Hence either e E X\D, whence 
e 6 Domain CT,' , or e = xi , for some i E I. Assume the latter case and write 
& = 6, yi = y. Then 
6 = {(a, b) E U X U: epff) = ep:)} 
and y  is the right congruence on T generated by 6. 
Suppose, for the moment, that e E Domain u,‘ ; then e E Domain ~2). 
Hence for some u E U, t E Te’, 
e = (e, uy) = (e, ty). 
Thus ep’$ = e, uy = ty and t E Te’. We show next that t = e’. 
As above let u’: T -+ 9(T) be the Preston-Vagner representation of T. Put 
[ = {(a, b) E T x T: e’u,’ = e’ubl}, 
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a right congruence on T. Because of the isomorphism +: VP-l --f V2?1 
wecanshowthatfr\(UxU)=6( h w ence y C 5) as follows. Take any 
a, b E U. Then 
(a, b) E 6 
e epp (1) = ePb 
o (e E Saa-l n Sbb-1 and ea = eb) or (e $ Saa-l U Sbb-l) 
o (e < aa-1, e < bb-l and ea = eb) or (e 4 aa-l and e 4 bb-I) 
o (e’ < aa-1, e’ < bb-l and e’a = e’b) or (e’ + aa-l and e’ .$ bb-l) 
0 e’u,’ = e’ub’ 
0 (a, 4 6 f. 
From y C 8 and uy = ty we have (u, t) E 5, i.e., e’a,’ = e’ut’. Since 
ePU (r) = e we have e < UK-~ and eu = e whence e’ < (uu-l)’ = uu-r and 
e’u = e’, i.e., e’a,’ = e’. Hence e’ = e’u,’ = e’t. 
We now have te’ = t and e’t = e’; consequently e’8t (in T). Also 
t2 = (te’)t = t(e’t) = te’ = t, 
whence t = e’. 
Put I = lJ {R E T/B: R > RJ}, a right ideal of T. Then e’ E I and uye’. 
Hence by Lemma 3 we will have a contradiction when we show US C U\I. 
Take any element z, E U. We have e E Domain pa) = SVV-r if and only if 
e < co+ (e # TX-~ E U), which holds if and only if e’ < (vzI-~)’ = VU-l 
and this latter statement is equivalent to R,, < R, (in T), i.e., to w E T\I. 
Hence epf) # q if and only if z, E U\I and so S C (( U\I) x (VI)) U (I x I). 
In particular u E U\I and US _C U\I, as required. 
Remark 5. As corollaries to Theorem 8 we have that the class of groups 
and the class of semilattices have the strong amalgamation property. It is 
rather surprising then that the class of semilattices of groups does not have 
even the weak amalgamation property (e.g., put S = G, a simple group 
containing a subgroup U with a proper normal subgroup N, and put 
T = U v (U/N) with ur(Nus) = Nuru, and (Nu,) ur = Nusur for any 
u1 E U, Nu, E U/N). 
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